Don’t Force Domestic Violence and Other Crime Victims to Choose Between Safety and
Housing—Preserve the Right to Call 911
(A.2919 Lavine/S.405 Robach)
Joint Memorandum of Support from
ACLU Women’s Rights Project, Empire Justice Center,
and the New York Coalition Against Domestic Violence

A.2919 (Lavine)/S.405 (Robach) will ensure that all New Yorkers can request lifesaving emergency aid in response
to threats and violence without fearing they will be doubly victimized by housing loss because their call for help
triggered a local nuisance ordinance that is unfairly applied against crime victims. Empire Justice Center, ACLU
Women’s Rights Project, and New York State Coalition Against Domestic Violence strongly support this bill and urge
its immediate passage.
No victim of domestic violence or other person threatened with a crime in New York should be afraid to access
police or emergency assistance because doing so may jeopardize their housing. Nevertheless, numerous
municipalities throughout New York have passed local laws, so called “nuisance ordinances,” that have this precise
result. While these local laws often aim to address drug, weapon, disorderly conduct, and property crimes and
ensure the quiet enjoyment of residents, they are frequently overbroad and, instead, have a chilling effect on the
reporting of crime by crime victims—particularly victims of domestic violence—that undermines public safety.
These laws penalize individual properties when police respond to a home a certain number of times or for certain
specified crimes or conduct. Generally, these ordinances are applied against a property regardless of whether the
residential occupant was a victim of the cited crime or accessed police assistance out of reasonable, legitimate fear
or concern. The ordinances then impose penalties, such as fines, property closure, and revocation of rental
permits, which require or pressure landlords to evict tenants at issue.
Most of the ordinances our organizations reviewed across the state have no carve-outs or exemptions for crime
victims or victims of domestic violence. Even more alarmingly, many of these ordinances are actually triggered by
one or more enumerated family offenses which are the very crimes the legislature has designated to grant civil and
criminal courts jurisdiction to provide protections under Article 8 of the Family Court Act and Criminal Procedure
Law §§530.11 and 530.12 and other critical relief. Unsurprisingly, victims of domestic violence have been
particularly negatively impacted by these laws and several have commenced federal lawsuits against the
municipalities in which they live.i A study by the ACLU and the Social Science Research Council likewise found that
domestic violence made up the single largest category of nuisance activity under local laws in Binghamton and
Fulton, NY.ii Not unlike the New York experience, a Harvard study found that a nuisance ordinance in Milwaukee
also punished victims of domestic violence far more frequently than the offenses it was intended to target, such as
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those related to drugs, property damage, and weapons.iii In the federal case from East Rochester, the domestic
violence victim reported that the local nuisance ordinance actually empowered her abuser and allowed him to
harass and stalk her with impunity because if she sought police assistance a third time, the nuisance ordinance in
her community required she be removed from her rental unit simply because she called for help.iv Until New
York’s Civil Rights Law is amended, domestic violence and other crime victims in communities with such
ordinances will reasonably feel they have no choice but to endure further abuse, threats, stalking, or violence
without police intervention where the likely alternative is eviction, housing insecurity, and risk of homelessness
that result from a nuisance citation.
Enforcement of nuisance ordinances against crime victims and victims of domestic violence may also violate a
number of Constitutional and federal protections. The First Amendment protects communications to law
enforcement agencies.v Nuisance laws may thus chill, and outright burden, First Amendment rights when they
impose or threaten penalties for tenants who need police aid. Enforcement of nuisance ordinances may violate
Fourteenth Amendment due process protections by depriving a property owner or tenant of their property without
adequate process.vi These ordinances can also run afoul of the federal Fair Housing Act’s prohibition of housing
discrimination on the basis of sex in two ways.vii Enforcement of an ordinance can result in a disparate impact on
victims of domestic violence, the vast majority of whom are women. An ordinance can also intentionally
discriminate if it specifically includes domestic violence as a nuisance activity or is based on gender bias. The
Department of Housing and Urban Development issued guidance in September 2016, describing how nuisance
ordinances can violate the Fair Housing Act and explaining that it would be difficult for a local government to justify
a law the cuts off access to emergency services or encourages eviction.viii HUD also has pursued action in two
different states against municipalities where their local ordinances unlawfully discriminate against victims of
domestic violence.ix Finally, nuisance ordinances violate the federal Violence Against Women Act when they lead
landlords and agents of government subsidized housing to evict a tenant based on her status as a victim of
domestic violence.x
The problem of nuisance ordinances is national in scope. Several states have already responded by enacting
statutes that expressly recognize an individual’s right to request police and emergency services or prohibit
landlords or municipalities from imposing penalties or otherwise limiting the exercise of this right.xi Most recently,
Iowa and Pennsylvania lawmakers responded to widespread attention on the perverse consequences of these
ordinances and voted unanimously to protect this right for all victims of crime and persons in an emergency.xii We
urge New York to quickly do the same by amending our own Civil Rights Law and add this new Article 9.
Key Reasons Why this Legislation is Critical:


The bill provides that any person who is a victim of domestic violence or who otherwise believes that they are
in need of police or emergency assistance has the right to request such assistance without penalty or reprisal
from a local nuisance ordinance.



It provides that municipalities may not impose penalties on a property owner or tenant on the basis of a
residential occupant’s exercise of his or her right to seek or utilize police or emergency aid. It prohibits
landlords from taking negative housing actions against individuals for conduct protected by this new Article.



Where a municipality seeks to improperly enforce a nuisance ordinance against a domestic violence or crime
victim, this bill requires notice to such tenant or occupant, as well as the opportunity to contest the
enforcement action and remedies for violations.
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The bill improves public safety and housing security for New York communities while clarifying the law for
landlords and municipalities to help them avoid liability.



This bill will not stop municipalities from addressing other drug, weapon, and property crimes directly through
penal, housing, and zoning laws. Instead, it ensures that such efforts do not inadvertently penalize individuals
for violence or other crimes perpetrated against them.



Finally, this bill will not stop municipalities or landlords from penalizing individuals who perpetrate criminal
activity or a breach of lease that is independent of a request by a victim of violence for emergency assistance.
It authorizes a landlord or court to allow a victim to remain in occupancy but remove the perpetrator of
violence through lease bifurcation.

Nobody should be forced to choose between their safety and their housing. Empire Justice Center, American Civil
Liberties Union, and New York State Coalition Against Domestic Violence strongly believe that this legislation
strikes a critical balance between the safety needs of victims, the duty of landlords to maintain order in their
properties, and the rights of municipalities to address neighborhood welfare. The reform proposed in this bill is
absolutely necessary for domestic violence and crime victims statewide and we strongly advocate for its passage.
BILL STATUS: A.2919 was introduced in the Assembly on January 23, 2017. It has previously passed the Assembly
on a unanimous vote. Senator Robach introduced a same-as bill (S.405) on January 4th, which is currently in the
Senate Codes Committee.
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